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Highlights

• Bayesian inference of the structural composition of tendon fascicles.
• Mechanical modeling of the fascicle’s geometric and material properties with an optimized model for helical geometries.
• Direct link between the compatible material and geometric properties between the fascicle and the fiber tendon scale.
• Design framework for biocompatible, artificial tendons.

Abstract

Despite extensive experimental and computational investigations, the accurate determination of the structural composition of
biological tendons remains elusive. Here we infer the structural compositions of tendons by coupling a finite element model
with fascicle experimental data through a Bayesian uncertainty quantification framework. We present a mechanical model of the
fascicle’s geometric and material properties based on its constituents and employ the Bayesian framework to infer its parameters.
The finite element model is optimized for helical geometries to reduce the computational cost associated with the Bayesian
inference. We establish a link between the fiber and the fascicle tendon scale and identify an appropriate range of mechanically
compatible material and geometric properties to quantify the tendon properties. These findings could serve as a basis for the design
of artificial tendons.
c⃝ 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Tendons are natural fibrous tissues transferring loads between the muscles and the skeleton. They exhibit a natural
spatial and size hierarchy [1] and their composition and the structural arrangement of their constituents reflect their
functional role (e.g. positional or energy storing [2], age [3,4] as well as health state [5] (Fig. 1)). The material
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical decomposition of Tendons into structural multi-scale subunits.

properties of the tendon building blocks affect its functionality, as well as its efficiency on load transfer. A thorough
structural quantification of the tendon’s constituents is essential for its characterization and the understanding of its
properties. Such knowledge can assist the selection of bespoke materials for any repair and restoration method [6]
involving biocompatible solutions mimicking the physiological functionality of the native tissue [7,8].

The material properties of the tendon are linked to the structure of its constituents and more specifically to their
helical patterns. Helices are a persistent pattern across several tendon scales. Orgel et al. [9] established that the fibrous
content of the tendons is immersed in a matrix with a crimped and helically undulating pattern. The lowest hierarchical
tendon level, fibrils, also exhibit a helical pattern. Yahia et al. [10] and De Campos Vidal et al. [11] visualized the
helical structure of the collagen fibril bundles (fibers) and fascicles by using interference and polarized microscopy in
bovine and rat tail tendon specimens. Visual observations postulated the helical structuring of fibrils. This was further
corroborated by measurements of their mechanical response. Tendon fascicle specimens were shown to deform both
axially and torsionally upon axial straining, a response characteristic of helical formations [2]. The reported fiber
angles (θ ) of ruptured human tendons do not exhibit a large scatter (see Ref. [12] and references therein), but their
exact value remains uncertain, and greatly influences the tendon properties.

The material moduli of the tendon constituents (Fig. 1) are commonly measured using uniaxial strain experiments.
In particular, for fibrils, the reported Young’s moduli mean values may differ by more than 3 times (from Efibril =

0.86 ± 0.45 GPa [13] up to Efibril = 2.89 ± 0.23 GPa) [14]. As for fibers, Kato et al. [15] reported mechanical moduli
as low as Efiber = 0.57 ± 0.08 GPa and as high as Efiber = 2.69 ± 0.42 GPa for wet and dry rat tail tendon specimens
respectively. Gentleman et al. [16] computed a modulus value of Efiber = 0.36 ± 0.03 GPa for extruded fibers and
reported a value of Efiber = 1.17 ± 0.28 GPa. These values are about two times the ones reported by Kato et al. [15]
for rat tail tendon fibers. Finally, at the top hierarchical level of fascicles, experiments report a mechanical modulus
of Efascicle = 0.64 ± 0.03 GPa [17] and Efascicle = 0.48 ± 0.07 GPa [18] for rat tail tendon specimens. Human
fascicle specimens yielded an estimate of Efascicle = 0.55 ± 0.14 GPa [14]. Despite the importance of the fascicle
matrix properties in the mechanical response and in the tendon functionality [19], little is known about its mechanical
attributes. Since no direct experimental results are available, Ault [20] developed analytical micro-mechanical models
to provide a matrix modulus estimate of Ematrix = 0.25 MPa, 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the fiber modulus.

In order to quantify the mechanical properties of the tendon hierarchical constituents, numerous studies measured
their volumetric response subject to axial straining. Both experimental and numerical studies, yielded lateral
contraction values that exceed significantly the ones predicted by the assumption that the tendon is an isotropic
composite material. More specifically, Lynch et al. [21] measured the Poisson’s ratio of bovine flexor tendons and
reported values up to an order of magnitude greater than the ones predicted assuming an isotropic material. Cheng
et al. [22] measured an effective fascicle Poisson’s ratio of 0.8 ± 0.3 for rat tail tendon specimens. Similar values
were also reported for horse tendon fascicles [2]. Complementing the experimental studies, Reese et al. [23] used a
finite element model and found that the lateral contraction of embedded helical fibers exhibits a non-linear, structure
dependent behavior with values exceeding the isotropic Poisson’s ratio limit of veff = 0.5. The same conclusion is
reached using analytical models by Swedberg et al. [24].
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The mechanical behavior of the tendon is not only a function of the material and geometric properties of its
constituents, but also depends strongly on their content in the tendon unit. X-ray imaging studies reported the
volumetric fibrillar content to vary between 30% and 40%, even when a certain level of fiber swelling is taken into
account [25]. Surprisingly, electron microscopy studies provided a higher estimate in the range of 60% for the fibrillar
content [26].

The above mentioned variations in the material properties of tendons indicate that experimental uncertainties are
large and must be taken into account when constructing computational models. Following this observation, we employ
a Finite Element Model (FEM) for the simulation of a fascicle subject to external forces, to obtain probabilistic bounds
on their material and geometric properties and to infer their most probable matrix–fiber composition structure. The
fascicle mechanical FEM resolves both the helical fibers and the matrix, allowing for its composition and material
properties to be probed. We establish a quantitative link between the fascicle model and experimental data through
a Bayesian framework for Uncertainty Quantification, and Prediction (UQ + P) [27,28]. Bayesian inference stands
amongst the prevalent uncertainty quantification techniques that can fuse expert knowledge, past studies, physical
modeling and experimental evidence. It is used for quantifying and calibrating uncertainty models, as well as
propagating these uncertainties in engineering simulations to achieve updated robust predictions of the structural
performance, reliability and safety [29–33].

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the geometry and parametrization of the fascicle and
its structural components. We also outline the Bayesian probabilistic framework. In Section 3 we present and discuss
the inference results, and conclude in Section 4. Additional details pertaining to the simulations geometry set-up are
given in Appendix A.

2. Mechanical model and methods

2.1. Tendon fascicle geometry

The geometry of a helical tendon fascicle is described as:

X(xn, xb, ϕ) =

X
Y
Z

 = P(ϕ) + xnn + xbb −R ≤ xn, xb ≤ R (1)

where R denotes the radius of the helix cross section and P(ϕ) the helix centerline position vector. The latter is defined
as a function of the angle ϕ which denotes the rotation around the Cartesian Z axis (Fig. 2 left):

P(ϕ) =

a cos ϕ

a sin ϕ

b ϕ

 , γ =


a2 + b2, b = a tan θ, h = 2πb. (2)

In Eq. (2) a and b are the helix centerline position and the rise along the helix central axis per unit angular evolution ϕ,
related through the tangent of the fascicle helix angle θ . The parameters a and b define the helix curvilinear length γ .
Fig. 2 (left) illustrates the basic geometric parameters of the fascicle as defined in Eqs. (1)–(2). Fig. 2 (right) sketches
a section of a fascicle, illustrating its content comprising of fibers (dark-gray) that are immersed in a matrix (light-
gray). The section A–A′ (Fig. 2 (right)) coincides with the n–b plane of the local Serret–Frenet n, b, t basis with local
coordinates xn and xb (Eq. (1)). The base vectors are defined as follows:

n =

− cos ϕ

− sin ϕ

0

 , b =
1
γ

 b sin ϕ

−b cos ϕ

a

 , t =
1
γ

−a sin ϕ

a cos ϕ

b

 . (3)

2.2. Tendon fascicle mechanical models

We construct fascicles consisting of fibers immersed in a matrix (Fig. 2 right). Their composition may vary to
capture different fiber contents. We define the fascicle fiber content C f ≡

A f
At

as the ratio of the area covered by the
immersed fibers A f over the total area At of a fascicle cross section A–A′ (Fig. 2 right). In order to capture a large
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Fig. 2. Tendon fascicle helical geometry (left), and the planar finite element model on the local Serret–Frenet n, b plane (top right). Red colored
finite elements demarcate fibers, while white ones the matrix (bottom right). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Fascicle model classes based on different fiber content and fiber modulus.

Fascicle computational Cf (%) Ef (MPa)

Models M
E f
C f

30, 35, . . . , 60 360, 482, . . . , 2670

part of the experimentally observed fascicle compositions [25,4,26], we build fascicle models with fiber contents
between 30% and 60% with a spacing of 5%. Within each fascicle cross-section A–A′ the fibers are homogeneously
distributed [4,1] (see Appendix A.1 for the pattern creation details). The fascicle centerline position a (Fig. 2 left)
is selected so that it yields a ratio a/r (r being the fiber radius) of 100 for all fiber contents C f , in accordance
with physiological studies [34,1]. Based on the distribution of the fibers in a fascicle cross-section, we label each
finite element to be either a matrix or a fiber finite element, with the corresponding Young’s modulus for each
material (Em for the matrix and E f for the fibers). The Poisson’s ratio is set to 0.3 for both the matrix and the
fiber.

We allow for the fiber’s modulus E f contained within the fascicle to vary between 0.36 GPa and 2.67 GPa, so
as to span the entire range of values reported in the literature [15,16]. We discretize the previously defined range of
fiber moduli values in 20 equally spaced intervals. Each combination of the fiber content C f and of the fiber modulus

E f defines a distinct fascicle model class M
E f
C f

. We enumerate 140 fascicle model classes {M}
140
i=1 = M

E f
C f

, each i

uniquely referring to a

C f , E f


pair. The fascicle model class construction is summarized in Table 1.

We further parametrize each fascicle model class M
E f
C f

by the fascicle angle θ and by the matrix mechanical
modulus value Em . We allow their values to vary between 50◦–87.5◦and 0.1–5 MPa respectively as discussed in
Section 2.3. We characterize the mechanical response of the fascicle by calculating two Quantities of Interest (QoI):
the fascicle effective modulus Eeff and its effective Poisson’s ratio νeff . Note that the νeff is a function of the fascicle

structural composition and, in general, a non-linear function of M
E f
C f

, θ and Em (Appendix A.2).

The fascicle effective modulus Eeff along the axial direction Z is computed as the ratio of the stress σz with linear
axial strain ϵz (here we set ϵz = δh/h = 0.01) (see Fig. 2). Accordingly, the effective Poisson’s ratio νeff character-
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izing the volumetric deformation of the fascicle is retrieved by computing the ratio of the average transverse strain ϵt
of the fascicle cross section circumference (Fig. 2 right) to the applied axial strain ϵz . Both Eeff and νeff are functions
of the fascicle’s structural composition, characterized by a total of 4 parameters (namely Em , θ , C f and E f )

Eeff =
σz

ϵz
= g1(Em, θ |M

E f
C f

), νeff = −
ϵt

ϵz
= g2(Em, θ |M

E f
C f

). (4)

We computed the mechanical response of the fascicles characterized by the QoI of Eq. (4), using planar finite
element analysis. For details on the FEM we refer the reader to Ref. [35], while we elaborate on the fiber spatial
distribution algorithm used to construct the fascicle model classes in Appendix A.1.

We ensure the application of a purely axial strain on the tendon fascicle by appropriate boundary conditions. In
particular, we constrain the radial and torsional deformation of the fascicle by removing the radial and torsional
deformation of the nodes along the local b and n axis respectively (Fig. 2 right), without hindering their lateral inward
contraction.

We assess the numerical accuracy of the FEM and quantify the error introduced by the discretization by performing
a convergence study for the two QoIs of Eq. (4). We analyzed all 140 fascicle model classes over the entire range of
the [θ, Em] parametric space (Section 2.3). We consider a simulation to be converged with respect to a QoI when its
value is within up to a 2% of difference with respect to the values obtained for very finer discretizations (≈100 K FE).
The convergence study suggested that at least 2 K and 5 K elements are required for convergence with respect to Eeff
and νeff respectively. As a trade-off between accuracy and computational cost, we used a mesh containing 5 K FE for
all model classes.

We note that the fascicle’s volumetric response, characterized by the effective Poisson’s ratio νeff , is a highly non-
linear function of its geometric and material parameters. Therefore, for a specific value of the fiber content C f , there
exists a non-trivial combination of Em , θ and E f that can match the experimental observations, as elaborated in
Appendix A.2.

2.3. Bayesian inference of the fascicle structural properties

We consider a parametrized set of 140 fascicle model classes M = M
E f
C f

. We let λ⃗ ∈ R2
= (Em, θ) be the

tendon fascicle parameters belonging to each model class that will be in turn estimated using experimental data. The
model parameters λ⃗ are considered uncertain and probability distribution functions (PDF) are introduced to quantify

their plausible values. A PDF π

λ⃗|M

E f
C f


is assigned to the model parameters incorporating prior information based

on previous knowledge and physical limitations. In our fascicle models, we allow the angle θ to vary between 50◦

and 87.5◦, while the matrix modulus Em amongst [0.1–5] MPa [20,23]. The matrix modulus Em is described by a
uniform prior distribution, while the helix angle θ by a truncated Gaussian prior distribution with a mean of 70◦ and a
variance of 5.8◦ [12]. Since we are interested in parameters that will lead to a fascicle exceeding the classical elastic
incompressible material limit (Poisson’s ratio of 0.5, [22,23]), we impose an additional prior constraint, such that the

prior π

λ⃗|M

E f
C f


is zero, if the resulting fascicle effective Poisson’s ratio is smaller than 0.5. This can be considered

as an additional implicit constraint over the model parameter space.
In Bayesian inference, the probability distribution of the model parameters λ⃗ is updated based on measurements

available for the mechanical properties of the fascicle. Let D ≡ ŷ = {yr , r = 1, . . . , n}, yr ∈ R2, be a set
of observations (data) available from experiments. The prediction error e ∈ R2 is introduced to characterize the

discrepancy between the model predictions g1,2


λ⃗|M

E f
C f


defined in Eq. (4) and the corresponding data ŷ, where the

indices 1 and 2 denote the fascicle effective modulus and effective Poisson’s ratio respectively. The observation data
and the model predictions satisfy the prediction error equation:

ŷ = g

λ⃗|M

E f
C f


+ e. (5)

The prediction error is composed of the experimental error e = ed
+ em , accounting for the measurement (ed ) and

model (em) uncertainties, respectively. Experimental data are usually provided in terms of the mean and the variance
of each measured quantity. Hence, the maximum entropy principle [36] can be invoked to select a normal distribution
for the experimental error term ed . Similarly, this Gaussian assumption is also well justified for the model error term
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Fig. 3. Graphical probability model describing the formulation of the forward stochastic model class and thus the likelihood.

em due to the lack of information for assigning an alternative distribution. A graphical representation of the probability
model formulation is provided in Fig. 3.

Note that Bayesian results depend on the choices of the distributions and the correlation structure of the modeling
errors. However, a detailed study of different assumptions on the distribution of the modeling terms is beyond the
scope of the current study. The reader is referred to Ref. [37] for the effect of correlation structure of the covariance
matrix on the Bayesian results.

The updated distribution f

λ⃗|D, M

E f
C f


of the model parameters λ⃗, given the data D, the model class M

E f
C f

and

prior information about the parameters π

λ⃗|M

E f
C f


, is given from the Bayes theorem as:

f

λ⃗|D, M

E f
C f


=

f


D|λ⃗, M
E f
C f


π


λ⃗|M

E f
C f


Pr


D|M

E f
C f

 (6)

where f


D|λ⃗, M
E f
C f


is the likelihood of observing the data D from a model corresponding to a value λ⃗ of the model

class M
E f
C f

and Pr


D|M
E f
C f


is the evidence of the model class M

E f
C f

, given as:

Pr


D|M
E f
C f


=


λ⃗

f


D|λ⃗, M
E f
C f


π


λ⃗|M

E f
C f


dλ⃗. (7)

The evidence of Eq. (7) is selected such that the posterior distribution f (λ⃗|D, M
E f
C f

) (Eq. (6)) of the model parameters
integrates to one.

Using the error prediction equation (Eq. (5)) and the graphical model of Fig. 3, the error terms are inde-

pendent and the likelihood f


D|λ⃗, M
E f
C f

, σveff , σEeff


of observing the data follows the multi-variable normal

distribution:

f


D|λ⃗, M
E f
C f

, σveff , σEeff


=

Σ−1/2


(2π)n/2 exp


−

1
2

J

λ⃗; ŷ


(8)

where J

λ⃗; ŷ


=


ŷ − g


λ⃗|M

E f
C f

T
Σ−1


ŷ − g


λ⃗|M

E f
C f


is the weighted measure of the fit between the FEM

model predictions and the measured data, Σ = diag

σ 2

Eeff
, σ 2

veff


is the covariance of the prediction error, and |.|

denotes a determinant. Since our interest lies primarily in inferring the model parameters of the fascicle λ⃗, we treat the
two prediction error parameters σ 2

Eeff
and σ 2

veff
as nuisance parameters and integrate them out in the likelihood PDF

formulation [38]. Using the prior distributions π(σ 2
Eeff

|M
E f
C f

) = 1/σ 2
Eeff

and π(σ 2
νeff

|M
E f
C f

) = 1/σ 2
νeff

, it can be shown
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(Appendix A.3) that the likelihood f (D|λ⃗, M
E f
C f

) is given by:

f


D|λ⃗, M
E f
C f


∼ Stn−1

 Ēeff − g1(λ⃗|M
E f
C f

)

sEeff /
√

n

 Stn−1

 ν̄eff − g2(λ⃗|M
E f
C f

)

sνeff /
√

n

 (9)

where Stn−1(z) is the Student t distribution and Ēeff and ν̄eff are the mean observations over the n number of exper-
imental measurements reported (Table 2), while s2

Eeff
and s2

νeff
are the experimental sample variances. We note that

the shape of this t-distribution deviates from the Gaussian shape with respect to its positive skewness, as it integrates
different prior assumptions over the prediction errors.

Following the Bayesian calibration of each fascicles model, we can perform model selection based on the observed

data D. We use the 140 competing model classes {Mi }
140
i=1 = M

E f
C f

and rank them according to their probability given
the data D using the Bayes factor [39]:

Pr(Mi |D) =
Pr(D|Mi )Pr(Mi )

µ
i=1

Pr(D|Mi )Pr(Mi )

(10)

where Pr(Mi ) is the prior probability of each fascicle model class {Mi }
140
i=1 = M

E f
C f

. The most probable model
class is selected as the one that maximizes Pr(Mi |D) over i . In the absence of experimental insights, we assign an
uninformative uniform prior over all model classes to be Pr(Mi ) = 1/140. The evidence of each model class is
evaluated directly using numerical integration over the two dimensional parameter space λ⃗.

Robust posterior predictions of an output QoI q are obtained by taking into account the updated (posterior)
uncertainties in the model parameters given the measured data D [40,41]. Within this work, the robust posterior
predictions are conditioned to the data driven Bayesian identification of the uncertainties in the models and their

parameters [42]. Let f


q|λ⃗, M
E f
C f


be the conditional distribution of q given the model parameters λ⃗ and the tendon

model class M
E f
C f

. The posterior robust distribution f


q|D, M
E f
C f


of the output quantity q , taking into account the

model M
E f
C f

and the data D, is given by:

f


q|D, M
E f
C f


=


λ⃗

f


q|λ⃗, M
E f
C f


f

λ⃗|D, M

E f
C f


dλ⃗. (11)

The robust posterior PDF f


q|D, M
E f
C f


of an output quantity q represents an average of the conditional distribution

given the parameters λ⃗, weighted by the posterior probability distribution f

λ⃗|D, M


of the model parameters [29].

Finally, the Bayesian hyperrobust model posterior prediction, weighting each model robust prediction PDF by the
model evidence is given as [29] (using Eq. (11)):

f (q|D) =

140
i=1

Pr (Mi |D) f (q|D, Mi )

=

140
i=1

Pr (Mi |D)


λ⃗

f


q|λ⃗, Mi


f

λ⃗|D, Mi


dλ⃗ (12)

where the integral over the two-dimensional parameter space λ⃗ of Eq. (12) is numerically computed, using numerical
quadrature. The overall computational cost was approximately 50 000 CPU hours. We note that if the model parameter
space was 3 or larger, in order to estimate the posterior we would have to use exponentially more quadrature points.
This “curse of dimensionality” would necessitate the employment of alternative methods, such as Markov-Chain
Monte Carlo methods for numerical integration, or particle filtering methods [43,44].
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Table 2
Fascicle experimental data sets. n is the number of experiments measured, s is the estimated variance
of the data sets.

Eeff (MPa) (n = 30) νeff (−) (n = 20)

D Ēeff = 560.5


s2
Eeff

= 1.52 · 30 = 45.6


ν̄eff = 0.8


s2
νeff

= 0.015 · 20 = 0.3


Fig. 4. Model class posterior probability distribution Pr


M

E f
C f

|D


.

2.4. Tendon fascicle experimental data

The data set D used in the inference process combines multiple available experimental data regarding the fascicle
structural response. We treat model error as a nuisance parameter as described in Eq. (9). All available data is used to
estimate the Student t distribution parameters, including the fascicle material properties [17,18], as well as the fascicle
Poisson’s contraction experimental values [22]. Table 2 summarizes the considered experimental measurements,
where n is the number of the reported experimental observations.

3. Results

We present the results of the Bayesian inference for all 140 models. We calculate the posterior model probabilities
by numerically evaluating the evidence of the model classes Mi defined in Eq. (7), using simple numerical quadrature
over the (Em, θ) parameter space. The results are presented in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4 the colors of the 7×20 matrix denote the value of the model posterior probability Pr


M
E f
C f

|D


. The most

probable model class corresponds to a fiber modulus of E f = 2305 MPa and a fiber content of C f = 0.3. However,
there are a number of model classes corresponding to pairs of values (E f , C f ) in the model class space shown in
Fig. 4 that have significant probability compared to the probability of the most probable model class. Specifically,
the plausible model classes (defined here as the model classes with posterior probability larger that 10% of the
most probable model class value) delimited by the contour line with Pr = 0.0048, suggest that the values of the
parameters E f and C f are strongly correlated along a certain direction in the model class space (E f , C f ). Such
correlation demonstrates that an increase in the modulus of elasticity E f of the fibers is compensated by a decrease
in the composition C f . The model classes of insignificant probability are clearly shown in Fig. 4 to correspond to
approximately 70% of the 140 proposed model classes. Thus among all the model classes considered only a number
of them are promoted as plausible models based on the available experimental data. In Fig. 5, we plot the cumulative
probability distribution for both model class parameters, namely for E f and C f . The marginal cumulative distribution

we report for E f is defined as Pr

E f < E fi , D


=

i
k=1

7
j=1 Pr(M

E fk
C f j

|D) and similarly for C f . They denote

the cumulative probability of the tendon model parametrized with E f or C f to be smaller than a specific value. The
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Fig. 5. (a) Cumulative probability distribution of E f of the model classes. (b) Cumulative probability distribution of the C f of the model classes.

Fig. 6. (a) Matrix modulus Em most plausible values and (b) Helix angle most plausible values for each corresponding model class.

results in Fig. 5 infer that with 80% probability, the most probable fiber modulus values E f are greater than 1500 MPa
and the most probable composition values C f lower than 45%.

In Fig. 6 (a) and (b) we depict the matrix modulus values Êm and helix angle values θ̂ that maximize the posterior
PDF for each respective model class. These values, named as the Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) values are defined

as


Êm, θ̂


= argmaxEm ,θ f


Em, θ |D, M
E f
C f


. Note that we do not present the MAP estimates for the model classes

of vanishing posterior probability, which we leave blank.
Fig. 6 (b) reveals a distinct relation for the MAP helix angle value θ , the fiber content C f and the fiber modulus

E f . In particular, for a certain content value C f , the most probable angle θ increases upon decreasing the fiber
modulus E f . It is clear that the most probable values of the helix angle θ vary from 60◦ to 72◦ depending on the
model class considered over the highly probable model classes. The result can be better understood when viewed
from the perspective of helix mechanics: helical fibers with higher helix angles are stiffer than fibers of lower helix
angles when all other material and geometric parameters are kept constant. Therefore, for a certain fiber content, a
lower fiber modulus E f requires a higher angle for the experimentally observed fascicle effective modulus Eeff to be
obtained.

Fig. 6 (a) reveals that the most probable values of the matrix modulus Em have a larger variation, from 1 to 4 MPA
over almost the whole range of uncertainty considered by the prior distribution. It therefore indicates that the data
are not informative for this parameter. This can be clearly shown in Fig. 7 (a) by presenting the posterior PDF of the
matrix modulus Em and helix angle θ for the most probable model class of Fig. 4 (p


Em, θ |D, M2305 MPa

30%


).

Fig. 7 (a) shows the posterior PDF defined in Eq. (9). The large uncertainty observed for the most probable model
class in the value of the matrix modulus Em is common for all probable model classes of Fig. 4. We note that the sharp
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Fig. 7. (a) Posterior Distribution function for the model M2305 MPa
30% . Colors indicate the posterior probability values. (b) Conditional Posterior

probability of the matrix modulus Em given the fascicle class M2305 MPa
30% using θ = 72◦. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

discontinuous boundary in Fig. 7 (a), introducing zero posterior probability in the parameter space is the result of the
additional prior constraint on the effective Poisson’s ratio νeff to be larger than 0.5.

If on the other hand we condition the probability distribution for a nominal helix angle value of θ = 72◦ (indicated
in Fig. 7 (a) with red dashed lines) as suggested in [12], thus for p


Em |θ = 72◦, D, M2305 MPa

30%


, the matrix modulus

value is less uncertain. This is manifested in Fig. 7 (b), where the posterior PDF spread of Em is shown to be
significantly reduced, providing a distinct peak at the value of 2.5 MPa.

We propagate the measured uncertainty in the model parameters using weighted model prediction for our Quantities
of Interest. Using Eq. (12), we calculate the effective modulus of the fibril–matrix composite using a Bayesian model
average prediction. The results are shown in Fig. 8 (c). In the absence of other uncertainties assumed in the model, we
retrieve the input data distribution. For completeness, we propagate the uncertainty to the effective Poisson’s modulus
νeff model predictions, (Fig. 8 (d)). The values start from the elasticity margin of 0.5 and approach zero exponentially
upon increasing νeff . Note that no physical meaning can be assigned to these values as the fascicle effective Poisson’s
value constitutes a characteristic of the structural composition and of the geometric arrangement of the fascicle (see
Appendix A.2 for further details).

4. Conclusions

In this work, we present a data driven model for the mechanical structure and geometry of fascicles. The model
parameters were inferred through a Bayesian framework that exploits the hierarchical structure of tendon constituents.
Bayesian inference acts as a manifold learning technique, revealing the feasible combinations of parameters for the
experimentally observed fascicle mechanical properties. More specifically, we identified certain pairs of fiber modulus
and content composition values (E f , C f ) that fit the experimental data. For all these pairs we identified the range of
plausible helix angle values θ . These feasible combinations (Figs. 4 and 6) constitute a look up table of mechanically
compatible sets of parameters.

The large uncertainty in the experimental data did not allow for an accurate determination of the matrix modulus Em
(Fig. 7). To reduce the large uncertainty identified for the matrix modulus, more experimental data of higher accuracy
are required. Moreover, rather than assuming Gaussianity in the reported experimental settings, thus providing mean
and standard deviation, we suggest that experimentalists provide the raw data sets. What is more, further experiments
need to be conducted at the level of the fiber and of its surrounding matrix in order to assess their volumetric response,
thus the Poisson’s ratios of both the fiber and the matrix, along with the mechanical modulus of the latter. Such data
would accordingly allow for the presented numerical framework to be extended so as to more accurately identify
the tendon structural properties. Furthermore, they would enable a series of secondary analysis and allow for the
correlation of parameters that are now intractable, as for example the tendon aging process [3].

We note that the flexibility and computational efficiency of the FEM allowed us to construct a large number of
mechanical tendon structures. This gave us the distinct advantage of mitigating the computational requirements of the
Bayesian Inference, which could be otherwise insurmountable. The presented methodology does not only constitute
a basic characterization method for the tendon properties but most importantly a primal machinery to analyze and
design biomimetic artificial tendon fascicles for tendon restoration.
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Fig. 8. Tendon fascicle MAP effective modulus Eeff (a) and effective Poisson’s ratio MAP vE f f (b) over each model class. Bayesian model

averaged prediction over the entire set of model classes {Mi }
140
i=1 = M

E f
C f

for Eeff (c) and veff (d).
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Appendix

A.1. Fascicle fiber spatial distribution and sensitivity

The fascicle-fiber FEM designs described in Section 2.1 are constructed such that the spatial distribution of the
fibers in the fascicle is homogeneous. We have considered a circular fascicle cross section (Fig. 2) of radius R, with
N fibers of radius r , and we parametrized the position of the fibers as circular disks characterized by the Cartesian
coordinates of their centers. Therefore, to model N fibers, we introduced 2N coordinates representing the centers
(x I , yI )

N
i=1 of the fibers within the cross fascicle cross section A–A′.

To acquire the 2N unknown coordinates that optimize the homogeneity of the distribution of the fibers we employ
the methodology followed for a classic Thompson problem [45]. Thompson problems regard the distribution of
pairwise repulsive ions on the surface of a sphere, and with an appropriate selection of the functional form of the
ion–ion repulsion law produce a homogeneous packing of objects. Following the framework provided in [46], we
assign a pair-wise repulsive force Fi j between the fibers i and j which varies as a function of the distance from the
fibers perimeter d − 2r , d being the distance between two fiber centers:

Fi j = −
k

d2
i j

(13)
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Fig. 9. Testing the sensitivity to the number of fibers and their spatial distribution for the same fiber content, here C f = 50%.

where k is an arbitrary, non-zero constant number. This repulsive force of Eq. (13) applies also between each fiber and
the fascicle circumference R, where the fiber-circumference distance di−circum f is defined as the shortest distance of
the fiber with the fascicle circumference. We form the overall potential energy V associated with all pairwise fiber
and fiber-circumference interactions as the sum over all non-identical contributions:

Vtotal (d) =

N
i=1

N
j=1, j≠i

k

di j
+

N
i=1

2k

di−wall
. (14)

Thus, our homogeneous distribution problem of the disks within the fascicle circumference reduces in finding the
2N coordinates (x I , yI )

N
i=1 that minimize the energy functional defined in Eq. (14). The minimization needs to be

carried out along with the additional constraint that all fiber centers lie within the radius R of the fascicle, thus
x2

+ y2 < (R − r)2 for all pairs (x I , yI )
N
i=1.

In order to tackle this optimization problem, we used the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy
(CMA-ES) method [47]. The optimization required a minimum of 5 · 106 potential function evaluations for the
positioning of a total of forty fibers of variable diameters, for each of the different fascicle content values C f of
Table 1. Fig. 9 (a) provides an illustration of the resulting fascicle section profile.

Note that one can pick smaller fiber radii r and perform the same procedure satisfying the same fiber content C f .
We tested different sizes of fascicles for a fixed fiber content of C f = 50% in order to investigate the sensitivity
of our set up. We even allowed for non perfect homogeneous distributions for the fibril matrix positioning, as
the one indicated in Fig. 9 (b). The results suggest that for our QoI the differences are less than 5% over the
parameter space considered. The small observed sensitivity to the fiber diameter is in accordance to the observations
of Lavagnino et al. [48], who suggest that the fiber diameter does not seem to influence the measured Young’s moduli
values.

Please note that increasing the number of fibers, considerably augments the analysis’s computational, as it
requires more refined mesh for an accurate geometric description and for the convergence limits of Section 2 to be
met.

A.2. Fascicle Poisson’s ratio

The effective Poisson’s ratio νeff of the fascicle hinges on both the material properties (E f , Em) and on the
geometric arrangement (C f , θ ) of the fascicle (Eq. (4)). Therefore, in the general case, different effective Poisson’s
ratio values νeff are retrieved depending on the set of parameters selected. In Fig. 10 we present the effective Poisson’s
ratio values for a case study obtained for a fiber content C f = 0.60 over different helix angles θ and for different
ratios of the fiber modulus to the matrix modulus E M

ratio = E f /Em , computed for a matrix modulus value of Em = 1.
The Poisson’s ratios of the fiber ν f and of the matrix νm have been set as 0.3 due to the lack of experimental data, the
consideration applying to all data presented in the current study.
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Fig. 10. Fascicle effective Poisson’s ratio values for a fiber content C f = 0.6 and a matrix modulus Em = 1 MPa.

Fig. 10 illustrates the strong dependence of the effective Poisson’s ratio values νeff on the structural properties of
the fascicle. Note that a wide range of modulus ratios E M

ratio may correspond to the same effective Poisson’s ratio
value.

The effective Poisson’s ratio dependence on the structural parameters in Fig. 10 is in accordance with the sensitivity
analysis results of Reese et al. [23]. In their work, they assumed the fiber content to be fixed at 57%, and performed
a sensitivity analysis on the parameters, which is the equivalent of performing a prior, non data driven propagation of
uncertainty. We stress that we have herein followed the inverse route of identifying the structural properties through
the experimental observations, rather than solving the forward sensitivity problem.

A.3. Derivation of likelihood expression

The likelihood f (D|λ⃗, M
E f
C f

) is the marginal distribution obtained from the joint distribution f (D, σ 2
Eeff

, σ 2
νeff

|λ⃗,

M
E f
C f

) through integration over σ 2
Eeff

and σ 2
νeff

as follows:

f (D|λ⃗, M
E f
C f

) =

 
f (D|λ⃗, M

E f
C f

, σ 2
Eeff

, σ 2
νeff

) f (σ 2
Eeff

, σ 2
νeff

|λ⃗, M
E f
C f

)dσ 2
Eeff

dσ 2
νeff

. (15)

Using that prior to the data the parameters σ 2
Eeff

, σ 2
νeff

and λ⃗ are independent, one has that f (σ 2
Eeff

, σ 2
νeff

|λ⃗, M
E f
C f

) =

π(σ 2
Eeff

|M
E f
C f

) π(σ 2
νeff

|M
E f
C f

). Also, using that Êe f f,i and ν̂e f f,i , i = 1, . . . , n are independent, employing the prediction
error equation (5) and the diagonal structure of the prediction error covariance Σ , one derives that:

f (D|λ⃗, M
E f
C f

, σ 2
Eeff

, σ 2
νeff

) = f (Êeff |λ⃗, M
E f
C f

, σ 2
Eeff

) f (ν̂eff |λ⃗, M
E f
C f

, σ 2
νeff

) (16)

where Êeff =


Êe f f,i , i = 1, . . . , n


and ν̂eff =


ν̂e f f,i , i = 1, . . . , n


. Substituting in Eq. (15), we get the likelihood

in the form:

f (D|λ⃗, M
E f
C f

) = h1(Êeff |λ⃗, M
E f
C f

)h1(ν̂eff |λ⃗, M
E f
C f

) (17)

where:

h1(Êeff |λ⃗, M
E f
C f

) =


f (Êeff |λ⃗, M

E f
C f

, σ 2
Eeff

) π(σ 2
Eeff

|M
E f
C f

)dσ 2
Eeff

h2(ν̂eff |λ⃗, M
E f
C f

) =


f (ν̂eff |λ⃗, M

E f
C f

, σ 2
νeff

) π(σ 2
νeff

|M
E f
C f

)dσ 2
νeff

. (18)
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Assuming a prior distribution π(σ 2
Eeff

|M
E f
C f

) = 1/σ 2
Eeff

for the variance σ 2
Eeff

, we get [49]:

h1(Êeff |λ⃗, M
E f
C f

) =


Π n

i=1 f (Êeff |λ⃗, M
E f
C f

, σ 2
Eeff

) π(σ 2
Eeff

|M
E f
C f

)dσ 2
Eeff

=


1

2πn/2σ n
Eeff

exp


−

1

2σ 2
Eeff

n
i=1


Êe f f,i − g1(λ⃗, M

E f
C f

)
2


π(σ 2

Eeff
|M

E f
C f

)dσ 2
Eeff

∼


1

σ
n/2
Eeff

exp


−

1

2σ 2
Eeff


(n − 1)s2

Eeff
+ n[Ēeff − g1(λ⃗, M

E f
C f

)]


dσ 2
Eeff

∼ Stn−1

 Ēeff − g1(λ⃗, M
E f
C f

)

sEeff /
√

n

 (19)

where Stn−1 is the Student t distribution, s2
Eeff

is the sample variance around the experimental mean Ēeff and n is

the number of measurements. A similar expression can be derived for h2(ν̂eff |λ⃗, M
E f
C f

). Substituting in Eq. (17) one
derives the expression given in Eq. (9).
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